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I rise this morning primarily
extraordinarily
Commission
business

successful

to pay tribute to an

cooperative

effort between the

and all of you with respect to the regulation

activity

regulatory

an achievement

of

that has dressed

reform in its finest garb.

The irony is that, in the saQe year tnat your state
agencies,

together with the Commission,

functioning

and important

lapping jurisdictions,
same overlapping
conflict

reform in rationalizing

our over-

we are facing the reality that this

jurisdiction

in corporate

constitutional

have created a real,

threatens

regulation,

to create a consideraole

one that could reach even

proportions.

Let me speak first of our accomplishments.
uniform

registration

forms for brokers and dealers and

their agents and our so-called

Form U-4 jointly developed

by the SEC and by 49 states are uniquely
These new forms should substantially
burdens of registrants
self-regulatory

We understand

reduce tne paperwork

despite

a separate applicatlon

the fact that the information

from each of us is sUbstantially
that the savings potential

profit or loss to many brokers-dealers.
with the substantial

the same

of the action we

have taken to date may mean the 6ifference

was completed

with multiple

organizations.

each of us required

from a single registrant
being elicited

successful.

who have registerea

or regulatory

previously,

Our

between

an overall

This monu~ental

tasK

help of your organization

-2workin9 witn the self-ragulatory
Cooroinating

orqanizatio~s,

tne Report

Croup and the Conrnissio~'s staff.

These same organizations

have oeen engaged

to simplify the financial and operational
by orokers and dealers.

These efforts,

regulatory organizations
POCUS system supersedes

reporting

known as the FOCUS

ommission,

and approximately
existing

torms used

to date, have produced

a uniform system of financial reporting
Report, wnich as now adopted by our

in an effort

the self-

40 states.

uncoordinated

The

systems with

integrated general purpose financial

statements.

The system

consolidates broker-dealer

requirements

for many

purposes: surveillance,

reporting

annual audits, customer

economic data cOllection.

statements,

and

Tnis common sense effort to reduce

the mUltiplicity of forms and the frequency

of filing require-

ments must surely De a beacon for all other government-agencies.
We are now engaged in a more ambitious

application

of

our prior success -- the creation of a single filing place and
central data base for uniform registration

forms.

The

Commission, the NA6D, and the states of Massachusetts,
Michigan and Tennessee are now cooperating
to aetermine its feasibility.

in a pilot project

The system will De structured

so tnat information filed with the Commission
dealers and their agents will be processed
provided to the states in

2

Virginia,

by tne

computer printout.

succeeds, the system will be available

by brokers,
NASD

and

If the pilot

to, and hopefully

ado~ted by, the remainder of tne states.

-3~ne system can have truly maj2stic
1)

the paperworK

results:

burden of collecting,

and processing

suostantial

will be reduced

numbers

reviewing
of forms

oy a factor of two score or

ffiore;
2)

the responsibility

3)

of enforcing

the reglstration

requirements

will be focusea

in one place;

all of the information
oe available

5)

requirement

consistently

applied;

we can even contemplate
computer-generated,

6)

we plan to develop
automatic

the aaoption

with these uniform
has been acnieved

of

billing

registration

fees; and

notice of renewal.

of uniform

A steering

committee

interpretations

forms so that the simplicity

1n

must

conjunction

which

to date wlil not be eroded.

Such a committee
relationship

the creation

a computer-generated,

I ask now for your help.
ensure

uniform

wnich can be

automatic

for ~pr~odic

faShion

agencies;

a simplified-

registration

syst~ms

of these agencies

in a far more meaningfull

we will nave created

witn

in the data base will

to all these regulatory
4)

compliance

could begin oy articulating

of registra~ion

Lederal and self-regulatory

reguirewents
agencies.

between

the
state,

-4Such an articulation can, by itself, cause the
elimination

of much of what we now require.

The committee can also develop a central catalogue
an index of definitions

and interpretation3

that would provide comprehensive

--

-- a catalogue

and accessiole

sources

of aata for each of the regulating en~ities.
The committee can furtner advise and aS3ist the
Commission

in promUlgating interpretive

guidelines

Several areas of the uniform registration
particular

form, in

item 10, have already been the sUbject of

interpretation oy the Commission.
accepted our interpretations,

The states seem to have

but we invite you -- in fact

we need you -- to oegin a more active participation

in

their formulation.
Our joint goal now must be to seek further simplification and to com~it ourselves

to ensuring

tne continued

viability of that uniformity which has been achieved

to date.

It is easy to regard all of this as a productive
but somewhat mundane and colorless bookkeeping

effort.

I

fear many may gently applaud these efforts but not recognize
their significance, not merely to a few of us bureaucrats
but literally to the very framework of government.
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Let me put it in tne perspective
it deserves.

tnat I oelieve

At no time in our history have we witnessed

such antagonism

to government

regulation.

The call for

reform -- for retreat -- has never been so widespread
or so persistent.
we talk a lot about the lack of faith that has recently
been created

in the integrity of the govern~ent

-- a ~atter

that is surely serious -- out integrity can be restored
least for a time) with the chanqe of a President,
a Congressman
corrupting

or a Governor.

(at

a Senator,

A tar more lasting and more

result occurs fro~ wnat has been the persistent

lack of confidence

in the capacity of government.

I suggest

to you with some feeling that we are engaged in an experiment
of fundamental

importance

to show that government

can work.

It is in that spirit that I turn to other areas
of joint interest which regretfully

have been characterized

to date oy a marked absence of federal-state
I refer tirst to the uncoordinated
tion of investment

advisers,

or non-existent

regula-

and second to the conflIcting

approaches

adopted by the federal government

increasing

number of states in the regulation

offers and takeovers.

cooperation.

and an everof tender

-6-

~he absence of a structure for investment
regulation and the obvious lack of uniformity

adviser

in those

rules which do exist, comoine to create the worst possible
potential tor regulatory results.

We now face, as we

have too often before, a regulatory

approach which sUbjects

the puolic to real abuse from unscrupulous

or pitifully

inept advisers and at the same time burdens responsible
lnvestment advisers with conflicting,

uncertain

and

duplicate regulation.
Consider the present state of affairs:
A)

Registra~~~~:

35 of 52 jurisdictions

nave

a registration requirement.
B)

Examinations:

27 jurisdictions

the administration
examination
C)

authorize

of varylng types of

for investment advisers.

p~a!!~~~~tions:

26 jurisdictions

provide for qualification

of investment

advisers oy other than examination.
D)

Capital:

18 jurisdictions

capital requirement

impose a

on investment

advisers whicn ranges from $1,000 to
$25,000.

-7E)

Bonding:

22 jurisdictions

investment
maintain

advisers

require

to furnish and

a surety bond under certain

circumstances.
Here we are taced with a steadily

expanding

in terms of both the number of registered
advisers

and the dollar

Some estimate
subject

investment

advisers

regulatory

requirements

Consider
further

tive efforts

Surely,

of invest~ent

are subject

advisers

to either widely

extending

we now have underway.
for existing

without

and yet
diverse

of a standard

any

the coopera-

Today,

for example,

state legislation

types of tests for investment

the adoption

are now

or none at all.

by merely

we have the potential
27 different

of assets

what we could accomplish

legislation

investment

amount o~ assets under management.

that over $~OU billion

to the influence

form of examination

-- one that could be administered

at designated

spots and thus permit one such effort

standard

all agencies

of

advisers.

is acnievaole

to satisfy

industry

that require

format could have variations

nationwide

such testing.
for states

A

that

want also to test local laws.
The adoption
important:

of uniform

standards

are oDviously

-8-

1)

Investment advisers would be required

to

be familiar with only a single set of
standards. would be assured of consistent
interpretations
2)

and applicability.

The utillza~ion of the same standards
would establish a foundation

for

cooperative programs of informationsharing oetween the Commission

and

the states.
3)

The coordination and integration

of regulation

would eliminate the undue regulatory

burden

which may not be imposed by the application
of diverse standards.
In short, a single format would at once reduce the
regulatory burden and increase the regulatory

protection.

wnat better test for reform.
The extraordinary

and irrefutable

point of all

of the above is that we have the demonstrated

capacity

to do this on our own -- we need not be mandated

by the

feaeral government, out need accept the more understandable
mandate of common Eense.
The Commission this year proposed amendments
Investment Advlsers Act primarlly

to the

for the ~urp03e of

initiating a program to achieve the adoption of comprenensive, uniform standards.

-9For example,
an investment

prior to adopting

adviser

would be required

to pass a test, the Comm1ssion

to consult witn the appropriate

autilorities to avoid unnecessary
requirements.
unnecessary

any rule requiring

The Commission
regulatory

and redundant

regulatory

would be directed

duplication

state

to study

to eliminate

undue

burdens.
Apparently,
legislative
criticism
presume

there

effort

1S good support

but there nas also been considerable

in the Congress

and the press by those who

that the autnority

These critics

assume

seeK to establish

we seek will be used foolishly.

far too easily

standards

have only ourselves
at least proclaim

method

by wnich

capability

of the game."
advisers

but let me

for the point -- we cannot
to create,

standards

to

of advisers.

there is no logical and consistent
to determine

an investment

of giving good advice.

that investment

Pernaps we

to blame for these doubts,

full support

test the competence

that you and we would

of competence.

secure and we should not attempt

Obviously

for the

advisers

adviser's

But we can deterilline

are tully aware of tne hrules

Is it too much to ask that investment

know what the rules are?

adviser does have discretionary

Also, when an investment

control

over a client's

-10money, should we not at least consider
minimum capital requirements

comparable

the need for
to those required

of broker-dealers?
Most important, as we proceed to make more sense
out of our joint surveillance

of investment

can recognize that disclosure

is the preferable

to complex regulation.

Disclosure

advisers,

we

alternative

tells clients

some-

thing aoout their advisers, allowing them to make
intelligent decisions without imposing arbitrary

and

useless standards.
I submit that the proposed law is limited and that
our ability to administer such laws intelligently

has been

too firmly certified to dismiss all of this effort as
another try for bureaucratic

overkill.

The regulation of tender offers presents
more pressing challenge

to our cooperative

an even

spirit.

That

there is a need to create a better balance between
established managements

and those who seek to change

control over corporate assets is apparent.

The problem

is that each of us is now seeking our own solution.
~nese conflicting approaches

adopted at the federal and

state levels can only injure the shareholder.

-11-

The federal view, as represented

by the Williams

Act, is tnat tender offers can ~e disruptive,
should not be aiscouraged,
nave obvious economic

because competitive

benefits

productivity

oids

to the shareholder.

A tender offer may, for example,
company's

out

and prospects

improve a

uy replacin3

an

inefficIent

management

with one that is more able and

effective.

Tender offers clearly can provide shareholders

who are inclined to sell their securities
sale price than is otherwise

available

with a higher

in the open

market.
Tender offers also serve a useful governance
that the potential

of a tender offer encourages

ment to strive continually

in

manage-

for maximum efficiency

and profitability.
Similarly,
transferring

mergers can be an effective

resources

to a firm in a dynamic

means of

from a firm in a stagnant

industry

industry.

Thus, if tender offers were severely circumscribed,
these shifts of resources

could only be done in a less

efficient manner.
All o~ this is to emphasize
friendly or unfriendly
market system.

the obvious

-- takeovers

-- are part of an efficient

-12Just criticIs~,
at tne process.

however,

has been leveled

The role of brokers ana dealers

the offer perIod can be reexamined.

during

The investment

wno manages the bidding for the acquirin9

company

enlIsts the support of brokers

to contact

shareholders

in seeking

of the target company.

salesmen are compensated

The brokers

by the biader,

usually

banker

often

and their

in the 3~

cent to 50 cent range per share, for the shares of individual
investors they solicited

for the tender offeror.

of the payment of solicitation
alleged harmful consequences

fees has focused

of providio3

argue that the information

on the

an inducement

to brokers and salesmen to advise their clients
accept tne bidder's otter.

Criticism

to

On the other hand, one could
service provided

by the

brokers may be valued by many shareholders.
Recognizing

both the potential

oenefits

and hazards

of tender offers, Congress determined

to adopt

a balanced

approach to regulation,
the nidder.

favoring

neither

the management

It sought only to provide more protection

investors, and the other participants
process, by removing ~he traditional
which had surrounded

it.

in the tender

nor
to

offer

cloud of secrecy

-13It is apparent
increasing

1n recznt years, however,

tnat an

number of states do not a~rae witn tne feaeral

approach to the regulation

of tenaer offers.

~wenty-one

states, incluaing 11 in the past year ~lone, have enacted
legislation

which favors manage~ent.

Tnese departures

from tne federal approach occur

in various forms:
(1) Many states have established
procedures

time-consuming

that have no counterpart

in the

federal law, such as the requirement
there be a cooling-off

that

period of as much

as 60 days between the time a tender offer
is announced

and the time it may actually

commence.
(2)

Others compel an extended hearing by a
state agency under various circumstances.

(3)

Still others go so far as to defer a tenaer
offer for up to 12 months if the oidder
owns at least five percent of the company's
stock and fa1led to inform the persons from
whom he bought the stock of his intention
to gain control.

Tne unfairness
empnasized

of this last restriction

is

by the fact that it ap?lies even though

the offeror may not have had the intent to gain control
at the time of the ori~inal ~urchase.

-14These procedural obstacles
of signIficantly

all have the effect

delaying a tender offer.

Such delays

prove to be advantageous to the illanagement,as time is
provided within which to limit or destroy much of the
shareholder

interest that originally

to the offer.

may have attached

The result is contrary

the vjilliams Act, by which Congress

to the spirit of

intended that the

success or failure of a tender offer depend upon the
inherent business and economic merits of the offer, rather
than purely procedural, and arguably unnecessary,
requirements.
An additional area of conflict which exists between
the state statutes and tne williams Act is the prescription
of Inconsistent remedies for tender offer violations.
While each of tne 21 state statutes forbids conduct which
is fraudulent or violative of their requirements
tender otfers, 13 of these fail to prescribe

for

any penalties

or remedies for violations by the management.

Bidders,

however, are SUbject to penalties under all 21 statutes.
Probably the most onerous aspect of the state
statutes, nowever, is their broad applicability.

The

juriSdictional provisions of the majority of these statutes
are coucheJ in language which is oroad enough to reach
tenaer offers from several different

approaches.

state, for instance, asserts jurisaiction

One

if the target

-15company

is incorporated

place of ousiness

there, or has its principal

there, or has a suostantial

of its assets located tnere.
of such jurisdictional
is subjected
conflicting
engenders
a oidder's

Frequently,

provisions

simultaneously

the result

is that a tender offeror

to the overlapping

laws of more than one state.

great contusion

portlon

and frustration,

and possioly

Ooviously,

this

since theoretically

actions can comply with the laws of one state,

but at the same time violate the laws of another state
to which he is also subject.
These conflicts
between

between federal and state law and

the various state laws are indisputaoly

Clearly, an overall uniform standard

undesirable.

is needed:

A standard that would provide much
needed uniformity.
A standard that would eliminate
of litigation

the kind

that is now encouraged.

A standard that most of all will be effective
and will finally establish

the essential

rules

of the game.
From the standpoint

of the Commission,

we are, of course, firmly committed

I can say that

to the letter and the

spirit of the williams Act which seeks a ualanced,
nanded regulatory

approach.

even-

-16-

For example, the Comillissionfiled an extensive

brief

with the Supreme Court in the case of ~~~gor~~~~~
~9rP9£~~~~E

v. ~hr~s-Craft

tne question of wnether

Industries,

Inc, whicn raises

in a contest for control of a company,

an unsuccessful bidder may recover damaqes
tender offeror for alleged violations

tron a competing

of the w11liams

Act.

We have asked the court to affirm the right to bring such an
action.

Injured biaders not only have an important

interest

to protect, but also are often the only persons who are
in a position to institute a suit seeking enforcement
the Williams Act.

of

If the court were to bar them from

doing so in the future, the effectiveness

of the Act would

De limited considerably.
More important, the Commission
rules and schedules for the regulation

has now proposed
of tender offers.

They are, in the area of their application,

extensive

and,

in our view, would provide a binding uniform set of rules.
The critical point here, one that can test -- but
should not test -- our joint spirit of cooperation,
whetner these regulations,

is

if finalized by the Commission,

will preempt the field of their application

and bar state

regulations that are in conflict.
As a matter of law, we believe that they will so
preempt tne field.

Indeed, the primary purpose of the

Commission in proposing these rules is to preempt such

-17contusion.

The legal arguQent

in the Williams
regulatory

Act, directed

approach

enactments

of that authority

~ust surely

dogma,

that conflict
~ive way.

but rather your agreement
Nor is my purpose

of our proposals

as finally

adopted,

disclosures

promulgated

that they would

and provide,

tional protection

towaro

suoject

of

that accompany

to the stockholders
effort.

addi-

period of

right be extended

expanded.

We further

from

propose

to be furnished
Our tentative

will tilt the oalance

and thUS offer

or a t~keover

for comment

And so, we have proposed

tender offers

be considerably

the miadle

and support.

at the same time, sufficient

is that such proposals

protection

form, but rather

be kept open for a minimum

concerning

the

so that the proposals,

seven days to ten work days.

to stocknolders
judgment

to trumpet

our proposals

15 work days and that the withdrawal

that information

this

a need for

improve upon the quality

for investors.

that all tender offers

~ne present

1S

now being made in the materials

tender offers

and any

to constitutional

this morning

and advice

a

aut my purpose

will have your understanding

we, of course,
in the belief

to design

with our exercise

that there

in their present

to seek your cooperation

Congress,

to tender offers,

is not to seek your acquiescence

unitormity.
wisdom

the ComQission

~ith respect

state legislative

morning

is simple enougu.

a hopefully

book

sufficient

of a firm th~t is the

-18-

But, again, let me say with considerable
that these proposals
your tnoughtful
proposals

can undoubtedly

assistance.

feeling

oe improved with

lhe comment period on our

does not expire until September

30.

I assure

you that your views will have our serious consideration
and that we will be pleased to make arrangements
nave those views presented
suits you.

in any fashion that oest

There is no apparent reason why we cannot

emoloy the same spirit of cooperation

fecus

to

that produced

and our Form U-4 to produce rules to govern tender

oifers that will meet our joint approval.
If we jointlY approach the matter from the standpoint
of good government
princ1ple,

rather than as a matter of dry legal

we should ndve no problem de£ining

that area

of regulation that is best served by a uniform federal
standard and that area that should oe best left to individual
state control.

We aSK for your assistance

to find this

unanimity, not waving the flag of constit~tional
but rather showing the flag of compelling
Let me recap

compulsion,

common sense.

Me are today jointly and individually

involved -- like it or not -- in proving both our worth and
our capacity for reform.
our priorities,

Our responsibility

resolve our conflicts

and others the efficacy of our rules.

is to define

and prove to ourselves

-19-

Etfective regulatory
nor an easy task.

reform has never been a glamorous

Th~re are those that prefer the drama

of sunset laws that provide a quicK execution
attenders

for all

out, surely, intelligent administration

make the punishment

can Detter

fit the crime.

Goethe told us so many years ago that:
"It each of us sweeps our own
doorstep the whole world can
become clean."
The record that we have jointly created this
past year suggests that we have a capacity, perhaps
unique in government,

to produce the housecleaning

that will, at least, begin to restore the confidence
of the public in the efficacy of government
Speaking for the Commission,
full cooperation.
responsive

I offer again our

I trust we will continue

to your complaints

regulation.

to be

and I ask that you

approach the months ahead with your continued
commitment

to find paths that are mutually acceptable.

